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Portable Weigh Beams
Fully portable weighbridge, with no ground works required. A cost effective solution that can 
be moved with telehandler & trailer, total weight less than 2 tonnes
Accurate to within +/-1%
Complete operation is simple, unmanned, & driver can stay in the cab throughout the process
Suitable for remote locations with no mains power
Designed for farm use, specifically for weighing tractor / trailer combinations to know the yield 
per field and quantity delivered to store. Suitable for small and large scale farms
Durable and Robust, suitable for harsh environments

Providing solutions focused on farming and the agricultural sector
40+ years of UK design, manufacture and service, all provided in-house

Guaranteed support for the product during its long life
Operation is always simple and logical reducing operator training and error

Long-term solution weighing systems, working for years with minimal maintenance,  
resulting in lower cost of ownership

Customers are guided through the complete process, Griffith Elder pride themselves on a  
continual high standard of service support
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The WB6 indicator and printer stores 
tare (empty vehicle) weights in its 

memory, showing, and printing gross, 
tare and net weights, date, time and 

ticket number. 

Has an accumulated net weight  
total memory, so individual batches 

can be accumulated. The indicator has 
a memory capacity for 10,000  

weighings with serial number, date 
and time.

All Records and Batch Totals are 
saved to the WB6 internal  

memory, printed and saved to a 
USB memory stick as a csv file, so 

that the harvest information can 
be put straight into a spreadsheet 
and provide yield per field or store 

totals in the office.

Large LED display with 
traffic light guides 

the driver through the 
weighing process.

The Part, Gross and Net 
weights are displayed 

for the driver giving 
them the information 
and confirmation the 

record has been saved 
without leaving the cab.

The WB6  
indicator 

and print-
er: tough 

waterproof 
suitcase 

for ease of 
moving. 

RFID remote FOB 
button system,  

Automatic weighing 
with the press of a 

button.
Records saved with 
vehicle ID and Net 

Weight carried  
using pre-stored 

tare weights. 

The WB6 Indicator 
and Printer
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Key Features
Generate Excel Reports



Why Choose Us

Our Services

Wide range of Products

Griffith Elder care about our customers and pride ourselves on the level of service we provide. Our 

solutions will provide automation, improve efficiency, save time & money, and ensures no loss of data.

During harvest time we can keep up with demand and will do 11th hour repairs

We offer free phone and remote support

We can complete site surveys, advising on the best place for our products

We are able to offer a long warranty on our products

We can refurbish and upgrade existing weighbridges from other manufacturers to our high standard

We provide a flexible solution that can be tailored to meet each customer’s needs.
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